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AGENDA track guide

Gartner Symposium/ITxpo 2014 features the breadth and depth of Gartner research, with exclusive CIO 
content and IT role-based tracks that cover the full IT spectrum for CIOs and their leadership teams. In 
addition, special topics and dedicated industry sessions also are organized by tracks. This agenda track 
guide allows you to target not only your specific title responsibilities but ways to adapt new ideas and 
strategy to your industry, along with insight on what’s next in IT. View the just-released 2014 agenda 
track descriptions and key concepts that are covered in each track. 

ROLE-BASED SESSION TRACKS 

CIO*
CIOs must lead the response to major digital business disruptions while redoubling their focus on flawless 
operational excellence — and reshaping the CIO role itself to meet the changing business environment and 
expectations from the board. This track helps CIOs set the agenda for high-performance transformational 
leadership and organizational renovation, as well as expand their digital vision beyond the enterprise.

CIO-focused subthemes in this track include:

•	  The now: Renovate and refresh. How will CIOs retrofit the core  
IT functions to align with the purposes of the digital business?  
How will CIOs refresh, retool and replace IT talent and manage  
the values of both a nascent and an aging workforce?

•	  The new: Commit and drive. What is the CIO’s expected role in 
connecting innovation, transformation and market leadership of  
digital businesses? How will CIOs use bimodal IT programs to  
deliver on the expectations of the digital business?

•	  The you: Balance and lead. How will CIOs gain the insight, 
support and strength to reinvent themselves while delivering 
against current expectations? How will CIOs and their teams  
prioritize, lead and influence across a major and disruptive transition?

*In addition to the CIO track sessions, which are open to all attendees,  
is the CIO Program. CIOs may apply to the CIO Program at  
Symposium/ITxpo for exclusive CIO content, features and sessions.  
For more details, visit gartner.com/au/symposium

Driving Digital Business

Peter Sondergaard
Senior Vice President, Gartner Research

Kurt Schlegel
Vice President, 
Gartner Research
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ROLE-BASED SESSION TRACKS (continued)

Applications
CIOs and senior IT leaders must transform their 
applications strategy to better leverage the Nexus of 
Forces (mobile, social, cloud and information) as a 
means to drive new and better business outcomes. 
This track addresses two major challenges CIOs  
are facing today: renovating the core and exploiting 
new trends and patterns. Attendees learn how  
to reinvent their organizations and their core 
applications for digital business relevance, as well  
as how to design new applications and integration 
strategies for next-generation success.

Key concepts in this track include:

•	  Emerging application development and  
delivery strategies

•	 Integration strategies for the digital business

•	 Reinventing your application organization

•	 Renovating your application portfolio

Business Intelligence & Information Management 
Big data is forcing organizations to make major changes to information strategy and to innovate, organizing 
for effective information value and the modernization of information infrastructure. This track is designed to be 
both practical and forward-looking, focusing on new ways to leverage mobile, cloud and social capabilities, 
and is supported by actionable advice on how to get started. Attendees learn how to help their organizations 
become an information-centric digital business, exploiting emerging tools, technology and next practices — 
and take away an invaluable information blueprint for the digital business to apply right away.

Key concepts in this track include:

•	  Improving business outcomes  
with information

•	 Information trends for 2015

•	 Renovating the information infrastructure

•	  The information organization: roles and 
competencies for success

Business Process Improvement
The rate of business disruption is accelerating, creating an unrelenting and often unpredictable barrage of 
opportunities, threats and distractions. Thriving in this tumultuous environment requires an unprecedented 
ability to rapidly drive “Big Change” efforts that alter how the organization operates, thrusting CIOs into  
the role of change agents. This track addresses themes that include refactoring your process initiatives to 
deliver growth and transformation, delivering the Big Change, embracing technologies as core to process 
design, developing the role of the change agent, and redesigning for digital business processes.

Key concepts in this track include:

•	  Succeeding as a business change agent  
in a digital economy 

•	  Supporting detections and decisions in  
dynamic mode

•	  Driving effective change in the  
organization’s operations

•	  Refactoring processes to support  
growth and transformation
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ROLE-BASED SESSION TRACKS (continued)

Enterprise Architecture
Leading enterprise architecture (EA) teams consist of foundational architects and those focused on the 
vanguard of the digital enterprise. With 20% of enterprise architects being asked to lead innovation for  
their organization, the ability to manage the opportunities of digitalization and reduce overall IT costs 
requires new EA skills. The scarcity of this talent in the market provides opportunities for consultancies  
and technology providers to fill the gap. This track addresses the disruptions that enterprise architects  
face in the digital economy. Gamification, smart machines and the Internet of Everything have leading 
enterprise architects digitally remastering the business. 

Key concepts in this track include:

•	  Learning how to engage EA to support the next 

era of IT 

•	  Discovering the use of diagnostic deliverables to 
engage business leaders in large-scale disruptions

•	  Exploring the use of EA in government and 
business today, and tomorrow

Infrastructure & Operations: Data Center, Server, Storage and IT Operations
Fifty-five per cent of IT budgets are spent on infrastructure and operations (I&O). As a result, I&O leaders  
are faced with numerous demands to enable digital business, as well as challenges that include how to 
improve I&O agility and efficiency, modernize the infrastructure, improve IT operational processes and 
service management, and focus on service delivery with the most cost-effective options. In this track, 
attendees gain access to Gartner’s latest research, expert strategic and tactical advice, and insights  
into best bimodal I&O practices to lay the foundation for the digital business.

Key concepts in this track include:

•	 I&O agility for the digital business

•	 I&O infrastructure for the digital business

•	 IT service management for the digital business

•	 Service delivery for the digital business

Infrastructure & Operations: Mobile,  
Client Computing and Communications
Consumerization and bring your own device (BYOD) 
have accelerated changes in user demand for 
endpoints, communications and mobility — 
challenging CIOs and IT leaders to meet emerging 
digital business needs. In this track, attendees 
receive guidance on how to plan, build, deploy and 
manage networks, devices, unified communications 
and mobile applications from the data center to every 
endpoint. We look at how mobility is changing 
governance and policies and at its impact on the 
organization as a whole. Finally, we address how to 
deploy and operate effective new mobile and 
communications environments.

Key concepts in this track include:

•	  Deployment and operations of the new  
user environment

•	  Organizational strategies for success  
with endpoints and communications

•	 Rearchitecting for a new endpoint world

•	 Technology trends for a new endpoint world

Tina Nunno 
Vice President and Gartner Fellow, 
Gartner Research
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ROLE-BASED SESSION TRACKS (continued)

Program & Portfolio Management
Business disruption and change are rapidly 
sweeping through organizations. While IT strives  
to execute methodically and deliberately through 
traditional projects and programs, the digital age 
demands a faster, more agile model. CIOs and 
senior IT leaders must now deliver projects and 
make new elements of business strategy a reality. 
Leadership roles and skills are crucial, and there  
is a single significant metric: value contributed.  
This track shows how program management  
offices (PMOs) or enterprise PMOs (EPMOs) and 
the associated disciplines are being restructured  
to deliver rapid digital-era transformation. 

Key concepts in this track include:

•	  Dealing with uncertainty, complexity and change  
in projects and programs

•	 Enabling change using the PMO

•	  Leadership, change management and 
engagement in strategic programs and projects

•	  Aligning program and portfolio management with 
the needs of the digital model

Security & Risk Management
Digital business and rapid innovation carry substantial risk, providing both legitimate and criminal  
enterprises with new opportunities that challenge traditional security models. While unmanaged risk  
can be a major inhibitor to innovation, managed risk enables digital business to thrive, opening new 
opportunities for risk leaders to be essential business partners in the digital transformation. This track 
addresses strategic security and risk management responses to digital business change, trusting  
identity in the digital world, and appropriate IT, operational technology (OT) and Internet of Things 
technology options.

Key concepts in this track include:

•	  Moving from risk and compliance  
to performance management

•	  Information security strategy and  
governance for the digital business

•	  Security technology in the Nexus  
of Forces

•	 Trusting identity in the digital economy

Sourcing & Vendor Relationships
Hybrid cloud and analytics, mobility and crowdsourcing: Our consumer-centric world is creating disruptive 
digital businesses that require new sourcing, delivery models and tools to fully integrate people, business 
and things. An adaptive sourcing strategy with various pace layers must support this rapid innovation and 
incorporate it into deals. As power and resources shift to business units that buy directly, how can IT avoid 
being bypassed and mitigate vendor risk? This track delivers practical ways to renovate legacy IT sourcing, 
lead through agile innovation and exploit new growth opportunities.

Key concepts in this track include:

•	 Digital business impact on IT sourcing strategy

•	 Successfully sourcing innovation

•	 Value proposition of IT sourcing

•	 Vendor risk mitigation in the digital landscape
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SPECIAL-TOPIC TRACKS

Industries
Survival and success in every industry during the next decade will require new skills, a different view  
of risk and a willingness to adopt new digital capabilities. Both private and public-sector enterprises  
should expect their customers, constituents, employees and even competitors to be at the vanguard  
of this change. This track helps attendees discover how to build industry-specific strategies that will 
address today’s business needs while forging a path to the new digital industrial economy.

Key concepts in this track include:

•	  Acquiring industry-specific skills for the new 
digital business economy

•	 Forward-looking and peripheral vision

•	  Addressing current and emerging  
business requirements

Strategic Initiatives
CIOs and senior IT leaders must quickly capitalize on major business and technology trends, with a special 
emphasis on mobility, cloud, the digital workplace and smart machines. New solutions that weren’t practical 
until recently are now viable — and used by organizations of every scale and type — to drive performance 
and create new business opportunities. This track is designed to be simultaneously provocative and 
pragmatic, helping attendees understand what new IT approaches support emerging digital business 
strategies while answering tough questions about whether they have the right mix of partners, skills and 
work practices in order to succeed. 

Key concepts in this track include:

•	 Innovating for superior engagement

•	  Skills needed to capitalize on digital  
business opportunities

•	 Cloud initiatives for the digital business

•	 Redesigning business for the mobile age

Maverick
Gartner Symposium/ITxpo 2014 is your source for outside-the-box Maverick insights, offering 
unconventional new research scenarios designed to disrupt, provoke and inspire. Intentionally edgy and 
unfailingly provocative, Gartner Maverick research is disruptive IT thinking at its best. Designed to help IT 
leaders move past mainstream concepts and stay there, Maverick analysts explore and explain high-impact 
IT scenarios of the future, often predicting key trends and technologies years ahead of the curve.

Signature Series
The Signature Series is composed of high-demand sessions that focus on current and future technology 
trends. Striking insights designed to keep leaders at the forefront of strategy and technology are  
delivered at these must-attend sessions, helping IT leaders to anticipate important shifts and adjust  
their strategies accordingly.

Signature Series sessions include:

•	 CIO Agenda

•	 The Digital Business Scenario

•	 Top 10 Strategic Technology Trends

•	 2015 Gartner Scenario

•	 Mobile Scenario

•	 Top 10 Strategic Predictions

•	  Top 10 Emerging Trends and Their Impact  
on IT Infrastructure and Operations

•	 Information 2020

•	 CEO Concerns 2014

•	 Cloud Computing Scenario

Visit gartner.com/au/symposium for agenda updates


